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A decreased arousability and an increased risk for sudden
infant death syndrome (SIDS) have been shown in infants sleep-
ing prone. Obstructive apnea, a known risk factor for SIDS, is
less often terminated by an arousal reaction in infants than in
adults. The effect of body position on the arousal reaction to
spontaneous respiratory events had not been previously studied
in infants. The aim of our study was to see if body position has
an influence on the frequency and delay of the arousal reaction to
obstructive apnea. All obstructive events recorded during two
successive nights in 20 infants sleeping one night prone and one
night supine were studied. During the supine recording 153
obstructive events were detected, and 217 were detected during
the prone session. Prone sleep was not associated with an in-
creased frequency of obstructive apneas. Total sleep time was
382 min (range, 283–456) supine and 423 min (range, 325–521)
prone (p 5 0.003). Obstructive events duration was 6.5 s (range,
3–21.5) when sleeping supine and 8 s (range, 3.5–30.5) when

prone (p 5 0.002). Behavioral arousal were found in 57.5% of
obstructive events recorded supine and in 31.3% of those seen
prone (p , 0.001). Arousal occurred after 8 s (range, 0–21) from
the start of the obstructions when supine and 10.5 s (range,
3.5–23.5) when prone (p 5 0.001). Sighs were found in 34% of
supine obstructive events and in 44.7% of those prone (p 5
0.040). A reaction, i.e. arousal or sigh, was found in 91.5% of
supine events and 76% of those prone (p , 0.001). We conclude
that when sleeping supine, infants arouse to obstructive events
more often and after shorter delay than when prone. (Pediatr Res
49: 402–406, 2001)

Abbreviations
SIDS, sudden infant death syndrome
NREM, nonrapid eye movements
REM, rapid eye movements
RR, interval between two R waves

An impaired arousability from sleep was postulated to con-
tribute to the occurrence of SIDS (1). Prospective sleep studies
showed that infants who eventually died of SIDS had less body
movements and aroused less frequently from sleep than control
subjects (2–4). Infants considered at risk for SIDS had higher
arousal thresholds for respiratory, tactile, and visual stimuli
than control infants (1, 5–8). Normal infants studied in risk
conditions for SIDS, such as sleeping prone, aroused less
frequently (9), had higher arousal thresholds (10), and less
cardiac variability (11) than when sleeping supine.

Future SIDS victims were also shown to have more frequent
and longer obstructive sleep apneas than control subjects (2).
In adults, obstructive apneas are often terminated by an arousal
(12). Such apnea-induced arousals were reported to occur less
frequently in infants (13, 14), although most studies did not

take in account the potential contributing effect of body
position.

The aim of the present study was to determine whether
infants sleep position influences the cardiac and arousal re-
sponses following obstructive sleep apneas.

METHODS

Patients. Twenty-two successive infants with repeated ob-
structive sleep apnea were investigated (Table 1). The apneas
had been identified during polygraphic sleep recordings, done
during various sleep research studies on infants’ cardiorespi-
ratory characteristics. Infants with an index of $0.3 obstructive
events per hour sleep were considered as having repeated
obstructive apneas and entered the present study if no cause
was found for the apneas following a medical examination (2).
The infants had no neurologic or respiratory impairment other
than obstructive apneas. All infants were considered healthy
and were receiving no medication. Care was taken to avoid any
sleep deprivation the night before the study was conducted.
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The study was approved by the local ethics committee, and
informed consent by the parents was obtained for each infant.

Polygraphic studies. Each infant was recorded during two
successive nights. The infants were randomly assigned to the
prone or the supine sleep position during the first night, and the
second night was spent in the opposite position. Infants re-
mained in the same position during the whole night.

Polygraphic studies were conducted in a quiet and darkened
room at an ambient temperature of 20°C. The infants slept
without restraint and were continuously observed. Their be-
havior and all nursing interventions were charted. Feeding was
given based on demand. Care was taken to avoid neck flexion
or displacement of the electrodes. No infant used a pacifier
during the study.

The data were collected on computerized polygraphs (Alice
III, Healthdyne, Marietta, GA, USA). The following variables
were simultaneously recorded: scalp EEG, electro-oculogram,
ECG, thoracic respiratory movements, and airflow by ther-
mistors taped under the nostrils and over the upper lip. Gross
body movements were detected by an actigram placed on one
hand. Oxygen saturation was recorded continuously from a
transcutaneous sensor (Nelcorr, Hayward, CA, USA).

Data analysis. All recordings were analyzed visually with-
out knowledge of recording conditions and body position.
Thirty-second periods were scored and categorized as either
NREM sleep, REM sleep, indeterminate sleep, or awakening
according to criteria recommended in the literature (15, 16).
Indeterminate sleep was scored together with REM sleep as
active sleep.

Sleep apneas were scored if they lasted 3 s or more. Three
types of apneas were detected. A central apnea was scored
when flat tracings were obtained simultaneously from the
thoracic leads and the thermistors. An obstructive apnea was
scored when continuous deflections were obtained from the
thorax, whereas a flat tracing was obtained from the ther-
mistors. Mixed apneas were defined as a central apnea directly
followed by an obstructive apnea. Obstructive and mixed
apneas were scored together as obstructive breathing events.
To avoid scoring of obstructive events attributable to ther-
mistors displacement, any doubtful episode such as obstructed
breathing preceded by a movement or a sigh was rejected. The
possibility thus exists that some obstructive apneas were un-
duly excluded from the study. A sigh was defined as a single
breath of at least twice the amplitude of the preceding breaths.

Heart rate was calculated on 6-s moving periods. For the
analysis, the period directly preceding the obstructed event and
the lowest heart rate accompanying the obstructed events were
taken in account. An increased RR interval was defined as an

increase of at least 50% of the RR duration when compared
with the mean of the 10 RR intervals preceding the obstructed
event.

A behavioral arousal was scored if signs of electroencepha-
lographic desynchronization, eye opening, and body move-
ments were seen simultaneously on the polygraphic recording
(10, 17, 18).

Statistical analysis was done using the SPSS 8.0 for Win-
dows software. Differences between the two nights recordings
were evaluated with the Wilcoxon rank test and the Mann-
Whitney test for the continuous variables and Fisher exact test
for nominal variables. Spearman rank correlation was used to
compare night 1 and 2. The significance level was p , 0.05.

Results. Of the 22 infants, two infants were excluded from
the study because of poor technical quality of the recordings.
All infants were usual side or supine sleepers. The main
characteristics of the 20 infants who entered the study are
presented in Table 1.

Table 2 and Figure 1 represent the main individual cardio-
respiratory and arousal characteristics during the supine and
prone sessions.

Table 3 represents the main sleep, cardiorespiratory, and
arousal characteristics during the prone and supine sessions.

When sleeping prone, infants had an increased (p 5 0.003)
total sleep time (median, 423 min; range, 325–521) than when
sleeping supine (median, 382 min; range, 283–456). There was
no difference in REM sleep, when sleeping prone (median of
60.3%; range, 40.4%–81%) or supine (median of 59.2%;
range: 42.9%–74.8%) .

Body position did not modify the frequency of central
apneas, with 5.6 central apnea per hour sleep (range, 0.6–53.2)
when the infants slept supine and 4.8 (range, 0.9–37.5) when
the infants slept supine.

During the study, 370 obstructed events were scored: 153 in
the supine position, 217 in the prone position. Body position
was not significantly related to the number of obstructed
events. During supine sleep a median of 5.5 events were
recorded (range values, 0–21), and 4.5 events during prone
sleep (range values, 1–51) (NS). The median frequency of
obstructed events was 0.6 per hour of sleep when sleeping
supine (range values, 0.1–6.3) and 0.9 events when prone
(range values, 0–3.1) (NS). From supine to prone, 9 patients
had a decreased frequency of obstructive events, whereas 10
increased their frequency.

Of all obstructed events, 93.5% occurred in REM sleep with
the infants laid supine, and 79.7% when prone (p , 0.001).

The proportion of mixed apneas increased significantly dur-
ing the prone sleep sessions. When sleeping prone, 58.1% of
the obstructed breathing events were obstructive apneas, for
74.5% when sleeping supine (p 5 0.002).

The mixed apneas had comparable durations of central
(median, 5 s; range values, 3–20 s) and obstructive portions
(median, 6 s; range values, 3–23.5 s). The obstructive apneas
were significantly longer in the prone (median, 6.5 .; range
values, 3.5–18.5 s) than in the supine position (median, 6 s;
range values, 3–17 s) (p 5 0.03).

When all obstructed breathing events were computed to-
gether, the duration of the events increased from 6.5 s (range,

Table 1. Characteristics of the infants studied

No. of infants 20
Male/female 12/8
Premature/term infants 5/15
Gestational age (wk) 39 (31–42)
Postnatal age (wk) 7.5 (3–13)
Postconceptional age (wk) 46 (40–53)
Prone-supine/supine-prone recordings 9/11

Figures represent absolute, median, and range values.
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3–21.5 s) when sleeping supine to 8.0 s (range, 3.5 to 30.5 s)
when prone (p 5 0.002).

Before the obstructed events, basal heart rates were higher
during the prone (median of 142 bpm; range, 124–163 bpm)
than during the supine position (median, 135 bpm; range,
106–158 bpm) (p , 0.001). After the obstructive events, the
heart rates were higher in the prone (median, 110 bpm; range,
71–136 bpm) than in the supine position (median, 97 bpm;
range, 72–126 bpm) (p , 0.001). Following the obstructive
breathing events, there were no difference in the frequency of
heart rate drops (38.2% of drops when prone, 39.2% when
supine), or in the level of the drops (median of 20.8% of basal
heart rate; range, 7.4–46.6 bpm) prone or supine (median of
21.9% of basal heart rate; range, 4.8–49.3 bpm).

The number of obstructed events accompanied by increases
in RR intervals was lower in the prone position (41.9%) than in

supine position (56.2%) (p , 0.01). The longest RR interval
was smaller when sleeping prone (median, 0.675 s; range,
0.500–1.125 s) than when sleeping supine (median, 0.775 s;
range, 0.500–1.250 s) (p 5 0.001).

The obstructed breathing events were followed by a behav-
ioral arousal in 31.3% of the events during prone sleep, and in
57.5% of supine sleep (p , 0.001). The delay between the start
of the obstructed breathing event and the arousal was signifi-
cantly longer in the prone (median, 10.5 s; range, 3.5–23.5 s)
than in the supine position (median, 8 s; range, 0–21 s) (p 5
0.001). The behavioral arousal reaction followed the end of the

Table 2. Individual values of main cardiorespiratory characteristics

Patient GA LA

Supine Prone

CA/Hr OE/Hr N OE N AR % AR CA/Hr OE/Hr N OE N AR % AR

DEK J (M) 34 6 10.3 2.3 16 11 69 10.0 1.4 8 2 25
DEK J (F) 34 6 37.5 3.1 21 11 52 53.2 6.2 51 12 24
ARR N 40 6 6.5 0.9 6 4 67 11.1 0.5 4 0 0
TEX D 42 5 1.1 0.6 4 3 75 0.6 0.1 1 1 100
VDB A 36 8 2.5 0 0 — — 1 0.4 3 2 67
GIL M 40 13 6.1 0.4 3 2 67 7.4 0.4 3 2 67
CRO S 41 11 3.4 1.8 9 3 33 2.2 0.7 5 1 20
MAR F 42 9 4.5 0.7 4 3 75 5.0 0.1 1 0 0
GEN L 37 7 5.1 0.8 5 4 80 4.2 0.2 1 0 0
VAI M 34 10 5.1 2.0 15 6 40 5.3 2.5 19 3 16
JEA M 37 3 8.9 0.8 4 3 75 3.5 6.3 34 6 18
BAS S 40 6 0.9 1.5 11 8 73 1.4 1.2 10 5 50
MAL A 40 11 4.3 0.1 1 1 100 7.2 0.3 2 1 50
ALG E 41 5 2.0 1.6 8 5 63 5.7 0.3 2 1 50
PAC L 40 5 1.6 0.2 1 1 100 6.1 0.5 3 1 33
BRU E 38 8 9.9 0.8 5 1 20 16.9 0.3 2 1 50
CAP F 38 4 7.3 1.0 6 1 17 5.5 1.4 8 2 25
CHA B 38 8 19.5 1.8 9 4 44 20.9 3.9 26 14 54
DUR B 40 10 1.5 0.6 4 3 75 5.7 0.9 6 2 33
KUB F 31 9 1.9 3.1 21 14 67 4.8 3.5 28 12 43

CA/Hr, central apneas per hour sleep; OE/Hr, obstructive events per hour sleep; N OE, number obstructive events; N AR, number arousals; % AR, proportion
of obstructive events with arousal reaction during the supine and prone sessions; GA, gestational age at birth; LA, legal age at time of sleep recording.

Figure 1. Proportion of apnea-induced arousals per infant. The figure repre-
sents the frequency of arousals according to body position. When prone, fewer
arousals were seen in 15 infants; more frequent arousals were seen in 4 infants;
no difference was seen in 1.

Table 3. Sleep, cardiorespiratory, and arousal characteristics
during supine and prone sleep

Supine Prone p

Total sleep time (min) 382 (283–456) 423 (325–521) 0.003*
Obstructive events (OE) n 5 153 n 5 217

Duration (s) obstructive
apneas

6 (3–17) 6.5 (3.5–18.5) 0.030†

All OE 6.5 (3–21.5) 8 (3.5–30.5) 0.002†
Behavioral arousals

No. of arousals 88 68 —
OE with arousals (%) 57.5 31.3 ,0.001‡
Delay from start of OE (s) 8.0 (0–21.0) 10.5 (3.5–23.5) 0.001†
Duration of the arousals (s) 7 (3–30) 12 (3–29) 0.002†

Sighs
No. of all sighs 52 97 —
OE with sighs (%) 34.0 44.7 0.040‡
No. of isolated sighs 40 86 —
OE with isolated sighs (%) 26.1 39.6 0.010‡

Arousals and sighs
Total number 140 165 —
OE with arousal or sigh

(%)
91.5 76.0 ,0.001‡

The figures represent absolute, frequencies, medians, and ranges values.
* Wilcoxon rank test.
† Mann-Whitney test.
‡ Fisher exact test.
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obstructed events with the same delay in both body positions
(median, 0 s; range, 8 s before and 14.5 s after). The duration
of the arousal reaction was longer in the prone (median, 12 s;
range, 3–9 s) than in the supine position (median, 7 s; range,
3–30 s.) (p 5 0.002). The behavioral arousal led to complete
awakenings in 3.8% of events, or were followed by sleep
resumption with sleep stage modification (30.1%). Fifteen
infants aroused more frequently to apnea when sleeping su-
pine, 4 aroused less frequently, and no difference was noted for
one infant (Fig. 1).

Obstructed breathing events were more often followed by a
sigh in the prone (in 44.7% of events) than in the supine
position (34%) (p , 0.05). The difference was particularly
significant for isolated sighs, which are sighs not followed by
a central apnea (39.6% of events during prone, and 26.1%
during supine sleep; p 5 0.01).

The number of obstructive events during sessions 1 and 2
were highly correlated (Spearman rank correlation coefficient
0.626; p 5 0.003) as were the number of central apneas
(Spearman rank correlation coefficient 0.753; p , 0.001),
although no correlation was found in the proportion of arousal
reaction to obstructive events in night 1 and night 2 (Spearman
rank correlation 20.272: p 5 0.26).

No differences were seen when the above findings were
analyzed in NREM or REM separately. None of the above
differences could be attributed to gestational age, gender, or
order of body position.

DISCUSSION

The present study shows that an obstructive sleep apnea is
less often accompanied by an arousal, and that the arousal
reaction occurs later when the infant sleeps prone rather than
when supine. This observation sustains reports of less frequent
apnea-induced arousals in infants and children (13, 14) than in
adults (12). In addition, our study shows a significant difference in
the frequency of apnea-induced arousals associated with sleep
position, as a behavior arousal is seen following 31.3% of apneas
during prone sleep, and 57.5% in supine sleep.

We have no explanation as to why arousals occur less
frequently in the prone than in the supine position. The present
findings are reminiscent of previous observations showing that
compared with the supine, the prone body position is charac-
terized by a reduced number of spontaneous arousals (9), an
increase in auditory arousal threshold (10), and a decrease in
arousal reaction to tilting in active sleep (19). The delayed
occurrence of the arousal reaction during prone sleep could
contribute to the increased duration of the obstructed event in
these children.

When sleeping prone, the infants had a higher basal heart
rhythm before and after the obstructed breathings and had less
frequent increases in RR intervals than when sleeping supine.
The findings could be related to the increased orthosympathetic
cardiac control level associated with the prone body position
(11). It is also reminiscent of previous studies showing that
prone sleep was associated with increased heart rate, decreased
peripheral vasomotor tone, and increased peripheral skin tem-
perature (20, 21). In one of these studies (21), the authors

indicate that sleep is associated with an alteration in barore-
ceptor function, which could be further enhanced if the infant
sleeps prone. It could be hypothesized that this reduction in
baroreceptor function may induce a depressed reaction to the
increased negative pressure observed in the thorax during
obstructed breathing (22).

The present observations cannot be attributed to experimen-
tal conditions, as factors known to modify arousability from
sleep were controlled, such as previous sleep deprivation (23,
24), order of body position assignment (9), or environmental
conditions. The present experimental factors were shown not to
contribute to the frequency of obstructive apneas in infants,
such as potential “first night effect” (25) or the influence of
body position (9). In addition, no difference could be seen
between nights 1 and 2 for all factors studied, and there was a
high correlation between nights 1 and 2 for obstructive events
and central apneas. The absence of correlation between nights
1 and 2 for the arousal reaction can be attributed to the random
order of body position during the two recorded nights. As all
infants were usual supine sleepers, we cannot exclude however
that different apnea-related reactions could have been found in
usual prone sleepers.

When sleeping prone, the infants had a higher frequency of
sighs following the obstructed breathing events than when
sleeping supine. The sighs could represent incomplete or par-
tial arousal reactions, as has been observed previously (26, 27).
When combining the number of sighs and behavioral arousals,
91.5% of supine and 76% of prone infants would have either a
partial or a complete arousal.

It remains to be confirmed whether our findings relate to
mechanisms responsible for SIDS. Compared with control
infants, future SIDS victims were shown to have more frequent
obstructive apneas (2, 28), and to arouse less frequently from
sleep (2). Factors known to increase the risks for SIDS, such as
prone sleeping (9–11, 29), prenatal exposure to cigarette
smoke (30), high environmental temperature (31), or the use of
sedative medications (32) were also associated with lower
arousability. Arousal from sleep represents an autoresuscitative
mechanism (26). A decreased propensity to arouse following
obstructive sleep apneas could increase the risk to become
victim of a life-threatening event, such as obstructive sleep
apneas.

In conclusion, when laid prone to sleep, infants have fewer
and delayed arousal reactions to obstructive events, than when
laid supine. These results could contribute to understand why
prone position is associated with an increased risk for SIDS.
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